Evaluation of StarCraft Artificial Intelligence Competition Bots by Experienced Human Players

Abstract
StarCraft is one of the most successful real-time strategy (RTS) games and is also actively being researched by artificial intelligence (AI) communities. Since 2010, game AI researchers have hosted annual AI competition events to develop human-level RTS AIs using StarCraft. It ranks the AI bots by their winning ratio from thousands of AI vs. AI matches without human involvement. It is questionable whether successful AI bots are also competitive and preferable to human players. In this study, we invited 20 experienced players with varying expertise to evaluate skill levels, overall performance and human likeness of AI bots. Results show that human’s ranking of AI bots are not identical to the current one from AI competitions. It suggests the need for developing new AI competitions that consider human factors (“human-likeness” or “adaptation”). Also, it revealed that the expertise levels of human players have high impact on overall performance and human-likeness evaluations of AI bots. It supports the concept of dynamically adjusting AI bots to satisfy different levels of human players. The outcomes of this study will also be useful to incorporate human factors in other active video AI competitions (e.g., Angry Birds, Fighting Game, and General Game Playing).
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Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) has played an important role in enhancing gaming experiences of human players [1]. It can not only be a supporter in the background but also a trainee, co-creator, role-model and opponent in the foreground. For example, gamers can train AI creatures to perform desirable actions in video games [2]. As a co-creator, it automatically creates game contents from the interaction with players [3].

In real-time strategy (RTS) games, the use of AI is still too under-developed to satisfy human players [4]. In this game genre, players should respond quickly by handling a lot of different things at the same time such as unit control, resource utilization, building/unit production, and strategic decision making. It is a highly challenging task given the current state-of-the art AI techniques because of its complexity and real-time constraints [5].

Since 2010, annual RTS game AI competitions have been launched to promote the development of successful AI players [6]. They use StarCraft (by Blizzard), one of the most successful RTS games and associated AI programming interface (by hackers). Currently, there are three representative StarCraft AI competitions run by IEEE CIG, AIIDE, and SSCAIT\(^1\) with 10~50 entries. In a competition, each entry plays many games against other opponents on different maps. In sum, they require more than several thousand matches to identify the winner [7] and select the best AI purely based on the results of AI vs. AI matches.

Eventually, AI bots need to interact with human players and it is important to consider human factors. In this study, we aim to see whether the traditional evaluation method for RTS AIs produces satisfactory results for human players. Until now, human-based evaluation of RTS AI players has been performed in a limited manner. Weber et al. tested only their EIS\(^2\) bot against human players at an online gaming site using win/lose ratio without skill-level analysis or human-likeness testing [8]. In AIIDE competition, the winning AI plays several games against one human expert player [9]. However, it didn’t include broad evaluation by many experienced players with different levels of expertise. In this study, we invited 20 experienced human players with different expertise to play matches against 7 successful StarCraft AI bots (see Figure 1). It can help us to understand the potential difference between human players’ evaluation and the current AI rankings. In addition, it can show us how varying expertise impacts their viewpoints and evaluations.

Experimental Method
StarCraft was first released in 1998 and was a commercial success, selling 10 million copies (See
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\(^1\) CIG (IEEE Conf. on Computational Intelligence and Games), AIIDE (AAAI Conf. on Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Digital Entertainment), and SSCAIT (Student StarCraft AI Tournament)

\(^2\) Expressive Intelligence Studio
It is a good platform to experiment with because it has lots of experienced human players with different expertise and diverse AI players from annual AI competitions. Usually, it is played online and supports multi-player games. Before starting a game, each player needs to select one of three races (Protoss, Terran, and Zerg) for an army. During gameplay, each player commands military units to mine minerals/gas, scout opponent’s territories, create buildings, and combat. The goal of the game is to eliminate all the buildings of opponents and it usually takes about 5 min ~ more than 1 hour. Although there are lots of different settings of game matches, in this study, we used single human player versus AI player match. A popular map “Fighting Spirit 1.3” was used.

We invited 20 experienced StarCraft gamers who had a history of 800 or more matches (age $M=25.7$, $SD=3.7$, age range: 18-31, win rate $M=64.85$, $SD=12.58$, win rate range: 41-89 (%), years’ experience $M=7.8$, $SD=2.9$, year's experience range: 2-14 (years), gender: male 90% and female 10%). Win rate indicates the performance of the US West BattleNet (a game server for StarCraft). Using their win rates, we classified the players into four categories: A (win rate $\geq 80\%$, 2 players), B ($\geq 70\%$, 5 players), C ($\geq 60\%$, 7 players), and D ($\geq 50\%$ and below, 6 players). Because it is not practical to master all the three races, human players mainly use only one race based on preference. Their chosen races were Protoss (45%), Terran (45%), and Zerg (10%).

We used six AI bots highly ranked (win rate over 50%) from the IEEE CIG 2014 StarCraft AI Competition and the winner of the CIG 2013 competition (win rate $M=71.7$, $SD=12.9$, win rate range: 55-91 (%)). Win rate is the result of thousands of matches among AI players submitted in the year’s competition (13 submissions in 2014, 8 in 2013). We included the winner of the 2013 competition to see the improvement from 2013 to 2014. The seven AI bots included were five Protoss and two Terran bots, and were developed by students, researchers and freelancers. The bots are ICEBOT (rank = 1st, win rate = 83%), Ximp (2nd, 78%), LetaBot (3rd, 68%), AIUR (4th, 66%), UAlbertaBot (5th, 60%), and MaasCraft (7th, 55%) from IEEE CIG 2014 and SkyNet (1st, 91%) from IEEE CIG 2013.

We instructed each human player to play one match against each bot (the order of the bots was not randomized). In total, 140 games were played (20 players $\times$ 7 bots). After the games, each player filled out questionnaires on the perceived performance of the AI players. It includes five questions about the player (win ratio, years of experience, gender, StarCraft race, and play style), six questions about the AI players (indication of the top three players for each criteria and comments) and overall comment. The survey was designed based on two professional (officially licensed) and one semi-professional players’ opinion and included five criteria.

- **Production (PD):** Capability to produce units/buildings massively and efficiently
- **Micro Management (MM):** Skills in controlling individual units
- **Combat (CB):** Skills in controlling armies to win combats
- **Decision Making (DM):** Strategic/Tactical decision making under uncertainty
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3 http://cilab.sejong.ac.kr/sc_competition/
• **Performance (PM):** Overall evaluation

For each criterion, each human player selected three AIs and ranked them (1<sup>st</sup> = 3 points, 2<sup>nd</sup> = 2 points, and 3<sup>rd</sup> = 1 point). Their final ranking was calculated by summing all the scores given by 20 human players. The score for an AI bot thus ranges from 0 to 60.

Evaluation of “human-likeness” is a bit complex. It is important that the human evaluator has no information about the identity of their opponents (AI Bot or Human). In a First-person shooting study, additional human players were used as opponents to confuse human evaluators to critique “human-likeness” [10]. Similarly, we added one human player who plays both of Protoss and Terran races. The 20 human players played an additional eight matches (randomly with 2 human (switching race) and 6 AI bots (SkyNet was not included)). Because they played the games remotely, opponents’ identities are hidden from them. They evaluated the 8 opponents by selecting top three AIs for “Human-Likeness” (HL).

**Analysis Result 1 – Difference between Human Players’ and Traditional Evaluation**

Table 1 compares the seven AI bots “objective” performance at the 2014 competitions sorted by win ratio and the subjective scores from human players’ evaluations. It shows that the best AI (ICEBOT) also was evaluated as a top player by humans. Except for “production,” ICEBOT’s score was about two times higher than the runner-up (the bot with the second largest score in each category). Although the ICEBOT was seen as the dominant player by humans, its win ratio (83%) at the AI competition is quite close to the runner-up XIMP (78%). It means that the current AI competitions’ outcome does not reflect the performance gap observed by human players exactly.

**Table 1:** Evaluations from traditional AI-oriented competitions and scores by experienced human players. The shaded box shows the best AI for each criterion.
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In the end, the AI bots lose the game because of XIMP’s massively strong attack units.
Table 2 shows the correlation of "objective" and "perceived" evaluation measures. It shows that the win ratio at the competition is not highly correlated with "perceived" measures except for "Combat" (0.83). It means that players' evaluations cannot predict success in the AI competition. Currently, to win the competition, it is very important for the AI to have good combat skills. It explains why the XIMP was ranked high in the competition although it is ranked near the bottom in all "perceived" measures except combat skills. Among the four major skills (PD, MM, DM and CB), the micromanagement and decision making skills are highly related to the final overall perceived performance (PM) by humans. It means that human players usually give high weight on these two skills. This is a big difference between AI competition (combat is important) and human players (micromanagement and decision making are important).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AI</th>
<th>Perceived by Human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Pearson correlation among seven measures (one from AI competition and six from human players) and the shaded box shows correlation > 0.8.

In the human-like testing, we included one human player with other AI bots to confuse human evaluators. However, it's revealed that no human player is fooled by the human opponent. All evaluators can identify humans from AI bots successfully. It reveals the significant difference between human players and AI bots in terms of "human-likeness". Human players noted that the AI players are usually showing strange behaviors (not seen in human matches) or mechanical placements of units/buildings. As a result, the perceived "performance" is highly related to "human-likeness" with correlation (0.93) (see Figure 4).

Based on the results, we have found that the "combat" skills are more important to win more games in AI competitions than other skills. However, for human players, "micro management" and "decision making" are highly important to evaluate AI players. For RTS AI game developers, it's important to focus on the MM and DM to satisfy experienced human players. For AI competition organizers, it's important to devise a way to make AI bots with strong MM and DM can win the competition.

Analysis Result 2 – Human Players’ Evaluation with Different Expertise
To see viewpoints of human players with different expertise, we grouped A+B (7 players, win ratio ≥70%) and C+D (13 players, win ratio < 70%). Figure 5 shows the Pearson correlation between two groups’ evaluations (six perceived measures). If the correlation is high, it means that the two groups evaluated the AI bots similarly. If not, the two groups show differences in their evaluations.

To the more expert group (A+B), it was more important to have balance between several basic skills rather than having strength or completeness in each skill. However, the C+D group gave higher scores to bots with fully developed skills instead of overall balance or harmony amongst them. XIMP (2nd) and
Leta (3rd), were evaluated similarly by the two groups (Pearson > 0.7). However, the evaluation results differed for the other bots (see Figure 5). For SkyNet, the two groups show similar patterns of evaluations but the A+B group more highly evaluated than the C+D group (see Figure 6). The SkyNet has skills that are well balanced although each skill is not fully developed.

The more expert players give high weight to the overall balance and harmony instead of the strength of individual skills. However, the less expert players (C+D) were more likely to be biased based on the strength of individual skills although they are not well balanced. For example, the C+D group included the AIUR (Pearson = 0.23) in the top three best players for the performance and human-likeness measures (see Figure 7). However, A+B group did not.

This analysis shows that the two groups have different viewpoints when evaluating overall performance. Figure 8 shows the correlation of the two groups for the six perceived measures. It’s interesting that the four basic skills (Production, Decision Making, Micro Management, and Combat) have high correlation between the two groups (>0.78). However, their correlation is low in “performance” and “human-likeness” evaluations (Pearson = 0.33 and 0.45, respectively). The design implication of these results is that game AI developers need to incorporate the dynamic skill weighting for different levels of AI players. For example, if the game player has low expertise, it is desirable to increase the strength of each basic skill, rather than spending resources for integration or balancing. However, for the highly expert group, it is more important to give high weight on the balancing of basic skills to satisfy them. This information will help to design AI bots dynamically based on the expertise of human game players for game AI developers.

**Limitations and Future Works**

In this study, we showed that there are interesting mismatches between human evaluations and rankings by the current AI competitions in RTS games. Also, human players have different viewpoints of AI bots depending on their expertise in the game. It opens a new research discussion on the best way to evaluate the AI bots (e.g., ranking AI bots with a “Turing-Test”, special competition tracks targeting human factors in game AIs and officially including “Machine vs. Human matches”). Also, for AI designers, it is important to design dynamically adjustable AI players in consideration of human opponent’s expertise.

One limitation of our work is that a small number of games may not allow human players to see the full capability of AI players. Recently, some AI bots have included an “adaptation” capability to change their strategy across games. To see this ability, it is necessary to allow human players to play multiple games against such a bot. Although this study focuses on the user’s evaluation over whole game, it may also be desirable to see correlation between human players’ feedback and specific events in a game [14]. Finally, the findings of this study need to be further validated by using other video game AI competitions [11] such as for Angry Birds [12], Fighting Game [15], Geometry Friends [16], and General Game Playing [13].
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